
GEOMETRY (GEO - 6 weeks)                                                                                                                               SUMMER 2018 – New White Rose 

 North Yorkshire County Council in Collaboration with Archimedes Mathematics Hub      

Unit Overview and Guidance 

 

 The exemplification has been taken from the NCETM online ‘Resource Toolkit’, with additions in order to ensure full coverage. 

 Links to the White Rose Maths hubs schemes of work (with questions categorised into the three aims of the national curriculum i.e. fluency, problem solving and reasoning) are hyperlinked to each of the 

objectives. Many thanks go to the White Rose Maths hub for permission to include their resources. 

 The NCETM reasoning questions have also been incorporated into each unit and are identified in pale purple boxes underneath the group of the most relevant objectives. 

 The ‘big Ideas’ sections from the NCETM ‘Teaching for Mastery’ documents have been included at the start of each unit. Hyperlinks to the full NCETM ‘Teaching for Mastery’ documents have also been 

included for easy reference. 

 Hyperlinks to NRich activities have also been added to this version. These are found by clicking on the blue buttons like this one           at the bottom of relevant objective. 

 Some additional content has been added in order to support mixed-aged planning. Any additional content is in italics. Occasionally strikethrough has been used to identify when an objective has been 

altered and this is primarily where an objective has been split between two units. 

 Each unit is sub-divided into sections for ease of planning.  Sub-categories in this unit are; 

1. Properties of shapes 

2. Angles 

3. Position, direction and movement 
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The Big Ideas 

During this year there is an increasing range of 
shapes that pupils are familiar with. The 
introduction of symmetrical and non-
symmetrical polygons and the requirement that 
pupils should be able to draw them will give 
rise to discussions about lengths of sides and 
sizes of angles. Pupils need to appreciate 
these features as properties of shapes as well 
as the number of sides and vertices. 

Pupils recognise that angles are about the 
amount of turn – the lengths of the lines used 
to represent angles do not affect the size of 
the angle. 

Pupils recognise that relationships are at the 
heart of properties of shapes, not particular 
measurements. For example, the opposite 
sides of any rectangle will always be equal, not 
that rectangles have a pair of long sides and a 
pair of short sides. 

The Big Ideas 

During this year, pupils increase the 
range of 2-D and 3-D shapes that they 
are familiar with. They know the 
correct names for these shapes, but, 
more importantly, they are able to say 
why certain shapes are what they are 
by referring to their properties, 
including lengths of sides, size of 
angles and number of lines of 
symmetry. 

The naming of shapes sometimes 
focuses on angle properties (e.g. a 
rectangle is right-angled), and 
sometimes on properties of sides (e.g. 
an equilateral triangle is an equal 
sided triangle). 

Shapes can belong to more than one 
classification. For example, a square 
is a rectangle, a parallelogram, a 
rhombus and a quadrilateral. 

The Big Ideas 

During this year, pupils increase the range 
of 2-D and 3-D shapes that they are 
familiar with. With 3-D shapes they think 
about the faces as well as the number of 
vertices and through considering nets 
think about the 2-D shapes that define the 
3-D shapes. 

Pupils learn about a range of angle facts 
and use them to describe certain shapes 
and derive facts about them. 

Regular shapes have to have all sides and 
all angles the same. Although non-square 
rectangles have four equal angles, the fact 
that they do not have four equal sides 
means that they are not regular. 

Some properties of shapes are dependent 
upon other properties. For example, a 
rectangle has opposite sides equal 
because it has four right angles. A 
rectangle is defined as a quadrilateral with 
four right angles. It does not have to be 
defined as a quadrilateral with four right 
angles and two pairs of equal sides. 

The Big Ideas 

Variance and invariance are important ideas in mathematics, 
particularly in geometry. A set of quadrilaterals for example 
may vary in many ways in terms of area, length of sides and 
the size of individual angles. However there are a set of 
invariant properties which remain common to all 
quadrilaterals, namely they have four sides and their internal 
angles sum to 360

o
. Some of these properties emerge from 

naturally occurring constraints, for example the sum of the 
internal angles will always sum to 360

o
 and they can do 

nothing else! The questions ‘What’s the same?’ and ‘What’s 
different?’ can draw pupils’ attention to variance and 
invariance. 

Shapes can be alike in essentially two different ways: 
congruent and similar. Congruent shapes are alike in all 
ways: they could occupy exactly the same space. Similar 
shapes share identical geometrical properties but can differ in 
size. All equilateral triangles are similar, but only identically 
sized ones are congruent. Not all isosceles triangles are 
similar. 

Angle properties are a mix of necessary conditions and 
conventions. It is a necessary condition that angles on a 
straight line combine to a complete half turn. That we 
measure the half turn as 180

o
 is conventional. 

Teaching for Mastery Year 3 Teaching for Mastery Year 4 Teaching for Mastery Year 5 Teaching for Mastery Year 6 
  

1 

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/public/files/23305607/Mastery_Assessment_Y3_High_Res.pdf
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/public/files/23305622/Mastery_Assessment_Y4_Low_Res.pdf
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/public/files/23305628/Mastery_Assessment_Y5_High_Res.pdf
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/public/files/23305649/Mastery_Assessment_Y6_High_Res.pdf
http://nrich.maths.org/5929
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draw 2D shapes; 

Recognise and describe 2D shapes  

make 3D shapes using modelling materials; 

Construct 3D shapes 

recognise 3D shapes in different 
orientations and describe them 

Recognise and describe 3D shapes 

use appropriate mathematical vocabulary to 
describe the features of 2D and 3D shapes 
including semicircles, hemispheres and prisms 

sort and classify collections of 2D shapes in 
different ways using a range of properties 
including: ‘all sides are of equal length,’ ‘has at 
least one right angle’ or ‘has at least one line of 
symmetry’ and record their classifications on 
Venn and Carroll diagrams, including diagrams 
involving more than one criterion 

How many triangles can you draw on a 3x3 pin 
board? How many quadrilaterals can you draw 
on a 3x3 pin board? In each case, how do you 
decide if the shapes are the same or different? 

Could you find different right angled triangles, 
or is there only one? Can you name the 
different quadrilaterals? 

Identify horizontal and vertical lines and 
pairs of perpendicular and parallel lines 

Horizontal and vertical 

Parallel and Perpendicular 

 

 

compare and classify geometric shapes, 
including quadrilaterals and triangles, 
based on their properties and sizes 

Triangles 

Quadrilaterals 

Pupils should be able to complete this 
sentence:   All equilateral triangles have … 

 

Identify 3D shapes, including cubes and 
other cuboids, from 2D representations 

Reasoning about 3D shapes 

 

These are pictures of 3D shapes. Which 3D 
shapes are pictured here? Put the names in the 
boxes. 

 

recognise, describe and build simple 3-D 
shapes, including making nets 

Nets of 3D shapes 

Children should be able to identify, visualise 
and describe properties of rectangles, 
triangles, regular polygons and 3-D solids; use 
knowledge of properties to draw 2-D shapes 
and identify and draw nets of 3-D shapes 

Children should be able to respond accurately 
to questions such as - 

‘I am thinking of a 3D shape. It has a square 
base. It has four other faces which are 
triangles. What is the name of the 3D shape?’ 

‘Which of these nets are of square based 
pyramids? How do you know? 

 
 
 
 
illustrate and name parts of circles, 
including radius, diameter and 
circumference and know that the diameter 
is twice the radius 

Circles 

Children should know that: 

 The circumference is the distance round 
the circle 

 The radius is the distance from the centre 
to the circumference 

 The diameter is 2 x radius 
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What’s the same, what’s different?  

  

Visualising 

I am thinking of a 3-dimensional shape which 
has faces that are triangles and squares. What 
could my shape be? 

Other possibilities One face of a 3D shape is 
a square. What shape could it be? Are there 
any other possibilities? 

What’s the same, what’s different about the 
diagonals of these 2-D shapes? 

 

Visualising 

Imagine a square cut along the diagonal to 
make two triangles. Describe the triangles. 

Join the triangles on different sides to make 
new shapes. Describe them. (you could 
sketch them). Are any of the shapes 
symmetrical? Convince me. 

What’s the same, what’s different about the 
net of a cube and the net of a cuboid? 

Visualising 

I look at a large cube which is made up of 
smaller cubes. 

If the larger cube is made up of between 50 and 
200 smaller cubes what might it look like? 

What’s the same, what’s different about the 
nets of a triangular prism and a square based 
pyramid? 

Visualising 

Jess has 24 cubes which she builds to make a 
cuboid. Write the dimensions of cuboids that 
she could make. List all the possibilities. 

 

1 2 

X 8 9 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 5 2 1 4 3 

http://media.wix.com/ugd/c415a5_cbf14ffa748c484c978a0beaf898f2a3.pdf
http://media.wix.com/ugd/c415a5_cbf14ffa748c484c978a0beaf898f2a3.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_a6c0929c119c4d0e83384973bb12df53.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_deb458263ad5425a892a44cc3265ea2a.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_9e2880a545fa40948e0d2120b752ce86.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_a43b846db141417bb7ab94e0ef14e25c.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_cfd6c8cf436b4c8098aacf02d62e76fb.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_a348afa854c64b64a1075da4dfbc0101.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_c7b27126efd3461c91b5c55e40d7ab1a.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_900561a7a73f4f10907aaffaff7eca25.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_fa4b828db8a24b6c9caef3fca84c13eb.pdf
http://nrich.maths.org/90
http://nrich.maths.org/2315
http://nrich.maths.org/5820
https://nrich.maths.org/2872
https://nrich.maths.org/2872
http://nrich.maths.org/1140
http://nrich.maths.org/2156
http://nrich.maths.org/7128
http://nrich.maths.org/7241
http://nrich.maths.org/7299
http://nrich.maths.org/1148
http://nrich.maths.org/2343
http://nrich.maths.org/2852
http://nrich.maths.org/7192
http://nrich.maths.org/1054
http://nrich.maths.org/720
http://nrich.maths.org/7192
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Recognise angles as a property of a shape 
or description of a turn 

Turns and angles 

Identify right angles, recognise that two 
right angles make a half turn, three make 
three quarters of a turn and a complete turn; 
identify whether angles are greater or less 
than a right angle 

Right angles in shapes 

Compare angles 

 

 

Which of these shapes have right angles? 

 

If I face West and make a quarter turn 
anticlockwise, in which direction will I now face?  

What about half turn? 

  

 

identify acute and obtuse angles; compare 
and order angles up to two right angles by 
size 

Identify angles 

Compare and order angles 

Here are four triangles drawn on a square grid 

 
 
Write the letter for each triangle in the correct 
region of the sorting diagram. One has been 
done for you. 

 
Put a tick or a cross in each box. The first one 
has been done for you. 

 

Know angles are measured in degrees: 
estimate and compare acute, obtuse and 
reflex angles 

Year 6 Introduce angles 

Look at these angles. 

 

 

Label each angle acute, obtuse or reflex. List 
the 5 angles in order from smallest to largest. 

Draw given angles, and measure them in 
degrees (°) 

Measuring angles in degrees 

Measure with a protractor (1) 

Measure with a protractor (2) 

Draw accurately 

Children become accurate in drawing lines with 
a ruler to the nearest millimetre and measuring 
with a protractor. Children use conventional 
markings for parallel lines and right angles. 

 
Measure A accurately. Use a protractor 
Here is a triangle. 

 
Measure the shortest side in cm. Measure the 

largest angle in degrees 

 

draw 2-D shapes using given dimensions 
and angles 

Measure with a protractor 

Draw shapes accurately 

Children should be able to construct a triangle 
given two sides and the included angle 

Here is a sketch of a triangle. (It is not drawn 
to scale). 

 

Draw the full size triangle accurately, below. 
Use an angle measurer (protractor) and a 
ruler. One line has been drawn for you. 

 

 
 

4 3 2 1 1 3 1 2 

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_2237fc61ac104aff8e1ea0f1f1a4bc57.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_c0a41aa885ac466c9feba68fbea476a1.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_4bb3baff5c2c46b0bf2fbbbc9ac3f00c.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_336ec9528f754a3e816e4bc70a8de54b.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_c39d523c87f9406abede22afc7af5b6e.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_d27dcfeb2bec4baa831712bc9465a38e.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_05368299ffbd40299ff4b46e20d9b7a6.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_93604bb2ee8f4780afb5b77cb1ac9617.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_3c06aff8ee4e4985b2022f689a4df3cc.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_e0bf996179f6447891bffd7b34eadc5e.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_d94a290246aa4c92b54dabbddae27397.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_46feaa430cc745ceb44aa7e71e7d1fa6.pdf
http://nrich.maths.org/6919
http://nrich.maths.org/5655
http://nrich.maths.org/5647
http://nrich.maths.org/8191
http://nrich.maths.org/2526
http://nrich.maths.org/8294
http://nrich.maths.org/6522
https://nrich.maths.org/10368
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 Use the properties of rectangles to deduce 
related facts and find missing lengths and 
angles    

Lengths and angles 

Ben has two rectangles -

 

What is the special name for rectangle B? Ben 
puts the rectangles together  

What is the length of the new rectangle? 

Distinguish between regular and irregular 
polygons based on reasoning about equal 
sides and angles 

Regular and irregular polygons 

Here is a picture of a pentagon. Explain why this 
is not a regular pentagon 

 

identify angles at a point and one whole turn 
(total 360°), angles at a point on a straight 
line and a half turn (total 180°) and other 
multiples of 90° 

Angles on a straight line 

Angles round a point 

PQ is a straight line. Find x. 
 

This diagram is not drawn 

accurately. Calculate the 

size of angle m. 

recognise angles where they meet at a 
point, are on a straight line, or are vertically 
opposite, and find missing angles 

Calculate angles 

Vertically opposite angles 

There are nine equal angles around a point. 
What is the size of each angle?’ 

‘There are a number of equal angles around a 
point. The size of each angle is 24°. How 
many equal angles are there?’ 

 
Children should be able to calculate the size of 
angle ‘y’ in this diagram without using a 
protractor 

 

Calculate the size of angle p 

compare and classify geometric shapes 
based on their properties and sizes and 
find unknown angles in any triangles, 
quadrilaterals, and regular polygons 

Angles in a triangle (1) 

Angles in a triangle (2) 

Angles in a triangle (3) 

Angles in quadrilaterals 

Angles in polygons 

Children should be able to make and draw 
shapes with increasing accuracy and 
knowledge of their properties. They should be 
able to carry out activities such as -  

‘Give me instructions to get me to draw a 
rhombus using my ruler and a protractor’ 

‘On squared paper, use a ruler to draw a 
pentagon that has three right angles’  

 

2 1 

3 1 2 

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_362b5582e1d54425b4ad78fa46c17176.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_3e4c7c7335984e8bbed3484597cb94e8.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_a839e8ef4e874a6483f743236dfad0ec.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_ad3f75f5a946461a8c341480c9de3f13.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_cdf00ac6aa9f41539cae4f59e63057ec.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_d1867e1b10b24b7cae135d9a46e88e6c.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_c57934c72a0e4de0943d93b76952200d.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_4333cd77bedc4ffc93d45e2c13a794c6.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_75067493e67341a995c6ccae81bdb0bf.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_91172dfa09774963a90f7880585aff29.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_f54f6d755bf44022ab9df4227daddc0f.pdf
http://nrich.maths.org/79
http://nrich.maths.org/982
http://nrich.maths.org/1058
http://nrich.maths.org/962
http://nrich.maths.org/8095
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Always, sometimes, never 

Is it always, sometimes or never that all sides of 
a hexagon are the same length? 

Other possibilities 

Can you find shapes that can go with the set 
with this label? 

“Have straight sides that are different lengths.” 

Convince me 

Which capital letters have perpendicular and / 
or parallel lines? 

Convince me. 

 

Always, sometimes, never 

Is it always, sometimes or never true that the 
two diagonals of a rectangle meet at right 
angles? 

Other possibilities 

Can you show or draw a polygon that fits both 
of these criteria?  

What do you look for? 

”Has exactly two equal sides.” 

”Has exactly two parallel sides.” 

 

 

Always, sometimes, never 

Is it always, sometimes or never true that the 
number of lines of reflective symmetry in a 
regular polygon is equal to the number of its 
sides n? 

Other possibilities 

A rectangular field has a perimeter between 14 
and 20 metres .  

What could its dimensions be? 

Other possibilities 

Here is one angle of an isosceles triangle. You 
will need to measure the angle accurately. 

What could the other angles of the triangle be? 

Are there any other possibilities? 

 

 

 

Convince me 

What is the angle between the hands of a clock 
at four o clock?  

At what other times is the angle between the 
hands the same? Convince me 

Always, sometimes, never 

Is it always, sometimes or never true that, in a 
polyhedron, the number of vertices plus the 
number of faces equals the number of edges? 

Other possibilities 

Not to scale 

 

 

The angle at the top of this isosceles triangle is 
110 degrees.  

What are the other angles in the triangle? 

Convince me 

 

 

 

 

One angle at the point where the diagonals of 
a rectangle meet is 36 degrees.  

What could the other angles be? 

Convince me 
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describe positions on a 2-D grid as 
coordinates in the first quadrant 

Describe position 

Draw on a grid 

Here is a shaded square. Write the 
coordinates for point A 

 

 

 

describe movements between positions as 
translations of a given unit to the left/right 
and up/down 

Move on a grid 

Describe movement 

This triangle is 
translated two 
squares to the left 
and one square 
down. Give the 
coordinates of its 
vertices in the new 
position. 

 
plot specified points and draw sides to 
complete a given polygon 

 
A, B and C are three corners of a rectangle. 
What are the coordinates of the fourth corner? 
 
 

identify, describe and represent the position 
of a shape following a reflection or 
translation, using the appropriate language, 
and know that the shape has not changed 

Position in the first quadrant 

Translation 

Translation with coordinates 

Write the co-ordinates of the next triangle in this 
sequence. 

 
 

 

describe positions on the full coordinate 
grid (all four quadrants) 

The first quadrant 

Plotting coordinates 

Children should be able to draw and label 
rectangles, parallelograms and rhombuses, 
specified by co-ordinates in the four quadrants, 
predicting missing co-ordinates using the 
properties of 
shapes 

The two shaded 
squares below 
are the same 
size. A is the 
point (17,8), B is 
the point (7, -2). 
What are the co-
ordinates of 
point C? 

 
In this diagram R is an equal distance from P 
and Q 

What are the co-ordinates of R? 

 

draw and translate simple shapes on the 
coordinate plane, and reflect them in the 
axes 

Translation 

Here is a 
quadrilateral. The 
shape is translated so 
that point A is now at 
point B. Complete the 
shape in its new 
position. Use a ruler. 
 
 

 
2 1 

1 2 

1 

2 1 3 

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_93a02ff6fe1046e38645a9b1f112b015.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_3659b5e9a5004d5c8cd477b12574af6c.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_60164caefa06412997753a2cc56fd714.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_06494b9a68f645e4b643caac565c71f1.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_ac50e33a4a88408fbd58e050ad71f73b.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_b23e45d7517540f382b221c014a5c5a5.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_d4082587993b47da8219fa1150910e5e.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_a4d6a99c3d664a009660f40e293f02a9.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_ce61fe8640dd46b7a250f7f780d6868d.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c415a5_b7fca1997dbd4a6ba13ba64c1056c792.pdf
http://nrich.maths.org/1813
http://nrich.maths.org/4901
http://nrich.maths.org/6280
http://nrich.maths.org/5038
http://nrich.maths.org/1110
http://nrich.maths.org/1109
http://nrich.maths.org/2654
http://nrich.maths.org/6288
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(Year 4 objective) identify lines of symmetry 
in 2-D shapes presented in different 
orientations  
 
(Year 4 objective) complete a simple 

symmetric figure with respect to a specific 
line of symmetry 

Horizontal and vertical lines of symmetry only 

 

identify lines of symmetry in 2-D shapes 
presented in different orientations 

Lines of symmetry 

 
 
Draw a line of symmetry on each diagram 
below. Use a ruler. 

 

 

 

complete a simple symmetric figure with 
respect to a specific line of symmetry 

Symmetric figures 

Here is a shaded square on a grid. Shade in 3 
more squares so that the design is 
symmetrical in both mirror lines. 

 

identify, describe and represent the position 
of a shape following a reflection or 
translation, using the appropriate language, 
and know that the shape has not changed 

Reflection 

Reflection with coordinates 

Draw the reflection of this triangle in the mirror 

line. 

 

(moved from Y4) Two sides of a kite are drawn 
on the grid.  

 

Complete the shape. Use a ruler. 

draw and translate simple shapes on the 
coordinate plane, and reflect them in the 
axes 

Reflections 

Children should be able to draw a shape with 
corners at given vertices, and describe the 
properties of the shape. Can they create the 
same shape where all of the coordinates will 
be positive? Negative? 

Children should be able to sketch the reflection 
of a simple shape in two mirror lines at right 
angles and find the coordinates of selected 
points. 

Complete the diagram by reflecting the shape 
in the mirror line – 
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  Other possibilities  

Can you draw a non-right angled triangle with 
a line of symmetry? Are there other 
possibilities? 

Convince me 
Ayub says that he can draw a right angled 
triangle which has another angle which is 
obtuse. Is he right? Explain why. 
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